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Participant Name Conference/Session Title

Conference/Session Supplier Facilitator Date Location

For each of the following questions please click on the button that corresponds to your opinion  
using the following scale: [ 1 = Poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent]

1 2 3 4 5

Facilitator(s) were 
knowledgeable.

Content was 
organized/appropriate.

My overall 
assessment of the 
workshop/session is:

Participant's report for posting to the NASA Website: 
This should focus on providing an overview of: Who; What; Where; When; Why; and How this 
relates to NASA/NAIT
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	Participant Name_e8jjhNJB*jufIT2hbHxNjg: Rosemarie Pereira
	Conference/Session Title_zo1R9gfGlKtrS3IvQ3gVKQ: ACIFA Conference 2019
	Conference/Session Supplier_-1E4CClzt**W5RKKX4XDiw: Fairmont Chateau
	Facilitator_4gIi5dhXUMuP691H-4-6hg: S. Powers and J. Bertsch
	Date_NLNOLtDC6lXtzC8gFU45UA: 04/29/2019
	Location_4SyFx5SMHfKYdOH*4U435Q: Lake Louise
	Facilitator(s) were knowledgea_hfMvEl1Plz-aEgYptYtd*A: 4
	Content was organized/appropri_j5SfHwym0nf1X1uWFwl8XQ: 4
	My overall assessment of the w_RDiERmSplj5mNq9iYtToMQ: 4
	Participant_s report for posti_oPJzpUQxd2aj82hbol0Dfg: I enjoyed the ACIFA Conference held in Lake Louise. It was well attended by faculty from other colleges including NAIT and provided a great networking opportunity. There were a variety of sessions on diverse topics--I found most of the sessions I attended to be beneficial and will try to incorporate some strategies in the classroom.  In keeping with the conference theme of "Creativity is Contagious," there were two sessions I thoroughly enjoyed. The session on "Teaching Business Cycles with a Classroom Size Game of Monopoly" communicated the impact of learning with games on student synthesis of course concepts, knowledge retention, and satisfaction. While the session content focused on economics, the game can be adapted to different courses to engage students and help them with retention of course material while also making it a fun experience. Another session on "Awesome Uses for Terrible Drawings" demonstrated the value of hand-drawn visuals for memory, brainstorming, and team building activities.  It engaged the participants and provided a platform to express in drawings a way to remember and connect a facilitator's message. It also made me reflect on how basic doodling (drawings and words) can keep one focused on listening well and making connections while reviewing the material later. Both sessions were fun and well organized.  Fairmont Chateau was a great location for the conference with spectacular scenery.  Thank you to ACIFA and the Red Deer College for hosting the conference.  Thanks to NASA for the support.Rosemarie Pereira, JR Shaw School of Business


